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President’s Report 

Let’s start at the end – that’s always a good place to start. The last 
game of the season was in Liverpool, not just any cricket ground but 
Aigburth, the venue used by Lancashire County Cricket for some of 
their first-class matches. A huge ground ‘pavilioned in splendour’ 
where mansion-like changing rooms are found up flights of stairs, 
where high balconies afford a wide vista to the ‘tooing-and- froing of a 
field of white flannel’ and where a locked door marked ‘Committee 
Room’ kept still the hushed echoes of professional cricket voices.  

Yes, Aigburth in Liverpool can take its place in the folk-lore saga of the 
Gregson Cricket Club alongside Christ’s College Oxford, King William’s 
College on the Isle of Man and Newborough Sands on Anglesey as one 
of the more memorable venues. And that was after we’d set off from 
Lancaster.  

For those who were not there you will not have to stretch your 
imagination too far to accept the reality that Matt, complete with 
motor-coach, turned up in coated in dusty yellow powder. This was the 
result of some light-hearted activity from those who’d used the coach 
earlier that day and liberally coated each other with a mixture of flour 
and turmeric. Paul brought Buddy-the-Dog, complete with canine 
sleeping basket. Going down the M6 Buddy looked around and said to 
himself: “If this is what being a Gregson cricketer is like, then I’m glad 
that I’m a dog!” 

Oh, what Cricket! Not just this day, when the Gregson CC faced what 
looked to be a ‘decent’ team, stepped up to the challenge, raised their 
game and brought about a fine win to celebrate with filled jugs of 
foaming beer, but other days though the season. All this cricket 
activity, natural and spontaneous, takes careful planning, organising 
and team management.  

So, let’s bring Jamie up to the microphone. On second thoughts, 
having heard his singing on the coach back from Liverpool, maybe 
best not... But let’s not be afraid to really acknowledge what Jamie has 
done for us all as a team on match days and as a Cricket Club over the 
last two years. With good humour, patience and clarity Jamie has 
shown that ‘Zen and the Art of Herding Cats as a Cricket Captain’ is 
possible, and has also given us the opportunity to enjoying playing 
cricket. From sorting out tours, booking accommodation, texting us all 
about what’s going on, checking that the keys to LRGS pavilion were in 
the right hands, making team selections and finally moving Danny to 
third slip for the penultimate over of the last game at Aigburth, Jamie 
has done so much. From all the Gregson Cricket Club, thanks Jamie. 

With the season now closed and as we wipe off clumps of damp 
September-mown grass trapped around boot stubs, carefully folding 
away flannels, jumpers and pads (and my umpire’s coat) there’s time 
to ponder and return to half-finished discussions. One topic seems to 
stand out. Not one we can control but one that we must be aware of 
as this shapes how we go forward as a Club, as a team.  

Over this season many fixtures, and against established teams/clubs, 
were not played. Not due to the weather or any misfortune on our part 
but to the opposition pulling the plug on the fixture (sometimes at 
short notice) as they were unable to raise a team. Thanks to Jamie 
making contacts with others, there were additional fixtures able to be 
slotted into the vacant space, and in some cases (hurrah for the 
Aigburth match) he could ensure a match took place. How, or if, we 
can resolve this problem will need to be considered through the closed 
season. 

To come to the end, at the end: well done everyone; be this your first or 
31st year with the Gregson Cricket Club. Let us continue to be a group 
of friends who just happen to play cricket together – that’s how we 
started and that how we will carry on.  

‘Ra Ra the Gregson!’ 

Mark Reynolds 
18 Sept 2017 
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REDS vs. GREENS 
30 APRIL 2017 

A chill wind blew across the grounds of the Lancaster Royal 
Grammar School as the Gregson CC opened the new season with 
their traditional inter-club Reds v Greens match. Freshly 
laundered kit (mostly...) was donned over tales of past rivalries 
and triumphs.  

Against the background noise of beer bottles being opened the 
Reds’ captain, Jamie Murphy, called the toss correctly and 
elected to field before his bowlers drank too much. Debutant 
Dave Hughes (4) made an early error, risking a cheeky second to 
the accurate arm of Murphy before Morrison (33) and Pye (27) 
steadied the ship with a mixture of obdurate nurdling and risky 
slogging – no prizes will be awarded for guessing which batsman 
fell into which category. Pye’s departure signalled a mini collapse 
at the hands of father and son combination Joe and Dan 
Sumsion with 4 wickets between them before Sutton (41*) took 
undisguised delight in feasting off Murphy’s bowling leaving the 
Greens with a first innings score of 131. 

The Reds opened their batting with Darren Newiss who calmly 
went about accumulating a half century on debut, no doubt 
unaware this feat would require him to purchase a post-match 
jug (we haven’t forgotten you lightweight...) With solid support 
from Carter (27) and Joe Sumsion (46*), the Reds ended on 
139-2, taking a slim lead of 8 into the second innings. 

The Greens’ second innings got off to a disastrous start, with 
Hunt, Rulliere, Ogle and Cook falling in the first 3 overs, 
prompting worries of an innings defeat or hopes of an early trip 
to the pub depending on who you talked to. The Greens needed 
a batting hero and in true ‘cometh the hour, cometh the man’ 
spirit the unlikely form of Matt Deighton stepped up. Moving past 
his previous highest score of 12 (a milestone he celebrated with 
gusto), he held the innings together for 19 overs ending with a 
score of 31. With a quickfire 58 not out from Sutton, the Greens 
restored some respectability and left the Reds needing 115 to 
win.  

Cricketing brothers have a proud history in the game and the 
names Ben and Dan Sumsion can now be added to the 
illustrious list of Andy and Grant Flower, Greg and Ian Chappell 
and Mark and Steve Waugh, as they opened the second innings 
for the Reds. Tight bowling from Ogle and Hunt (who recorded 
the only maidens of the game) gave the Greens early hope of an 
unlikely victory, but after the younger Sumsion hit his own wicket 
and captain Murphy’s stumps were rearranged by the bowling of 
Patel, the experienced Welbourne (65*) and Moulsdale (26*) 
took charge and eased the Reds home with an over to spare. 

Greens – first innings 

Batsman How out Runs 
D Hughes Run out 4 
N Morrison c. Carter b. Murphy 33 
R Pye c. J Sumsion b. D Sumsion 27 
F Patel b. D Sumsion 9 
D Cook b. J Sumsion 1 
J Ogle b. J Sumsion 0 
M Sutton Not out 41 
S Rulliere Not out 7 
Extras  9 
Total  131-6 

 
Bowler O M R W 
Carter 3 0 19 0 
Newiss 3 0 16 0 
D Sumsion 3 0 21 2 
J Sumsion 3 0 6 2 
Murphy 4 0 37 1 
Moulsdale 4 0 29 0 

Reds – first innings 

Batsman How out Runs 
D Newiss Not out 55 
D Carter c. Ogle b. Deighton 27 
S Lee c&b Pye 7 
J Sumsion Not out 46 
Extras  4 
Total  139-2 

 
Bowler O M R W 
Carter 3 0 19 0 
Newiss 3 0 16 0 
D Sumsion 3 0 21 2 
J Sumsion 3 0 6 2 
Murphy 4 0 37 1 
Moulsdale 4 0 29 0 
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Greens – second innings 

Batsman How out Runs 
M Deighton c&b Carter 31 
S Hunt c. Carter b. Welbourne 0 
S Rulliere c. Carter b. Welbourne 7 
D Cook b. Welbourne 0 
J Ogle Run out 3 
F Patel c. Welbourne b. Carter 11 
M Sutton Not out 58 
R Pye Not out 0 
Extras  12 
Total  122-6 

 
Bowler O M R W 
Welbourne 2 0 3 3 
Murphy 4 0 9 0 
D Sumsion 4 0 20 0 
Moulsdale 1 0 2 0 
B Sumsion 2 0 16 0 
Carter 4 0 34 2 
Newiss 3 0 28 0 

 

 

 

 

Reds – second innings 

Batsman How out Runs 
D Sumsion b. Ogle 4 
B Sumsion Hit wicket b. Patel 0 
D Welbourne Not out  65 
J Murphy b. Patel  3 
A Moulsdale Not out 26 
Extras  17 
Total  115-3 

 

Bowler O M R W 
Ogle 4 1 5 1 
Hunt 4 1 5 0 
Patel 4 0 27 2 
Deighton 2 0 19 0 
Rulliere 1 0 10 0 
Sutton 0.4 0 10 0 
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GREGSON CC vs. MANCHESTER OLYMPIC BID 
7 MAY 2017 

Early spring sunshine greeted the Gregson’s first visitors of the 
season as they arrived for an early start at the Lancaster Royal 
Grammar School pitch. They seemed in good spirits considering 
the shock news that Manchester had failed to secure the 2000 
Olympic Games, and didn’t once mention the many advantages 
cosmopolitan Salford has over the bland and suburban provincial 
town of Sydney, Australia. 

Gregson won the toss, elected to bat and made slow but steady 
progress against MOB’s quick bowling pair of Arul and Barr-
Simm. Pye and Morrison continued their profitable batting 
partnership of last week, sharing a first wicket stand of 50 before 
MOB cunningly bought on the quisling Matt Deighton who bowled 
Pye (30) as he tried to drive a ball through the covers. Morrison 
(22) fell soon after attempting a run that was never there, but 
Sumsion and Sutton took the innings forward in their contrasting 
styles of elegant cover drives and aerial big hitting. Both fell short 
of personal milestones as Burnham bowled Sutton for 47 and 
Guest dismissed Sumsion in the same fashion for 87. McAllister 
(53 no), with able support from Lee (10 no) saw the Gregson 
home with a challenging score of 268 - 4 but not before 
McAllister, clearly hoping for a last-minute Lions call up, 
steamrollered into both MOB’s keeper and his own batting 
partner in the space of two overs. His dog, appalled at these 
breaches in cricketing etiquette, mounted a pitch invasion to 
protest, but was ushered away by stewards. 

Birthday boy Kaighin was given the rare honour of choosing 
which end to open the bowling and decided downhill with the 
wind behind him the way to go, a decision Sir Humphrey from 
‘Yes Minister’ would have categorised as ‘brave’. Regular 
opening bowler Rulliere was more forthright in his analysis and 
soon reclaimed his rightful end. Elegant batting by the MOB 
openers pushed the scoring along nicely taking full advantage of 
Gregson’s inability to catch the three chances that came their 
way. Some quick glovework by the Gregson’s keeper stumped 
Williams (19) off the bowling of Moulsdale and Sutton trapped 
Arul (26) leg before trying to force a ball off his pads, but Barr-
Simm and Guest played with controlled aggression to keep the 
required run rate to manageable proportions though the middle 
overs.  

Barr-Simm completed his century clipping a single through mid-
wicket but, as is so often the case with centurions, fell soon 
afterwards - again to the off spin of Sutton. Hunt (another 
Gregson traitor) failed to learn from a close run out scare and 
promptly repeated the error in the next over, falling for 5. MOB’s 
skipper, Guest, completed his 50, but overs were running out 
and the required run rate climbing. Williamson bowled a tidy 
spell to keep the pressure on MOB and for the final over Gregson 
turned to their ‘at the death’ bowler, Morrison. His only previous 
success was expunged from the records as his victim was only 
seven years old and perhaps this slight spurred him on to career 
best figures of 1-0-5-1 as Lee completed his second stumping of 
the match. 

The result was a 49 run victory for the Gregson in an enjoyable 
and entertaining match. Thanks to the opposition for a great 
game and we look forward to visiting you for the return fixture at 
the end of the season. 

Gregson CC 

Batsman How out Runs 
R Pye b. Deighton 30 
N Morrison Run out 22 
J Sumsion lbw b. Guest 87 
M Sutton b. Burnham 47 
P McAllister Not out 53 
S Lee Not out 10 
Extras  19 
Total  268-4 

 
Bowler O M R W 
Arul 7 0 26 0 
Barr-Simm 6 1 24 0 
Deighton 4 0 46 1 
Guest 6 0 30 1 
Burnham 6 1 45 1 
Williams 1 0 11 0 
Hurst 5 0 38 0 

Manchester Olympic Bid XI 

Batsman How out Runs 
Williams st. Lee b. Moulsdale 19 
Barr-Simm b. Sutton 100 
Arul lbw b. Sutton 26 
J Guest st. Lee b. Morrison 50 
S Hunt Run out 5 
Hurst Not out 0 
M Deighton Not out 1 
Extras  18 
Total  219-5 

 
Bowler O M R W 
Kaighin 6 0 28 0 
Rulliere 8 1 33 0 
Moulsdale 8 0 33 1 
Metcalfe 8 0 57 0 
Sutton 5 0 38 2 
Williamson 4 0 13 0 
Morrison 1 0 5 1 
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GREGSON CC vs. LANCASTER UNIVERSITY 
14 MAY 2017 

Another fine day and another home game for the Gregson, but no 
luck with the toss as captain Murphy called wrong and they were 
put into field on a wicket still damp from the overnight rain. Lively 
bowling from the Lancaster University opening pair of Brass and 
Foster forced an early wicket as Newiss (2) edged to slip. Tisdall 
and Welbourne dug in against an unrelenting pace attack the 
likes of which have not been seen since the West Indies toured 
in 1984! Tisdall’s Boycottian innings of patience and singles 
allowed Welbourne to take the attack to the students, but neither 
innings could be described as chanceless as Lancaster 
University dropped both several times during their 100 
partnership. Welbourne eventually fell attempting a short arm jab 
and was caught at midwicket for 79 before an inspired bowling 
change brought van Boyd immediate rewards as Tisdall (23) 
looped a catch up to first slip. Morrison (1) falling to a sharp 
overhead catch at second slip started a renaissance in the 
students' fielding as they took good catches to remove McAllister 
(15), Metcalfe (2) and Sutton (47), who once again fell 
agonisingly short of a half century. Mutterings of ‘jug avoidance’ 
were heard from the gallery... The three debutants for the 
Gregson – Waddell (13), Clancy (9 no) and Hughes (8 no) – 
provided some late order resistance in the face of Akash and 
Pythian’s tight line and length bowling to close the innings with 
Gregson on 224 – 8 off their 40 overs. Lancaster University 
opened their innings to face the hostile bowling of Waddell, 
whose first spell for the Gregson accounted for the wicket of 
Hussain (9) as he top-edged an attempted pull and was caught 
by the keeper. A change of bowling brought skipper Murphy into 
the attack and he quickly trapped van Boyd (15) leg before. As 
wickets fell, the other end was being ably defended by Richards 
– the man others in the Lancaster University team spoke of as 
‘The Rhino’! Richards went about his batting much as his 
sobriquet suggested with some booming cover drives and pulls 
through midwicket if any Gregson bowler dare drop short. With 
good support from Theed at the other end, Lancaster University 
were keeping the target in sight before Newiss returned for his 
second spell. A carbon copy of Hussain’s dismissal removed 
Theed (24) before the inside edge of Pollard’s bat contributed to 
his being bowled next ball. Gregson brought up the field, but 
Brass (3) survived the hat trick ball only to fall in Newiss’ next 
over, caught by Sutton, as he tried to clear the long on boundary. 
Fuller (0) was run out and Akash (8) dismissed thanks to a sharp 
caught and bowled by Waddell, leaving Richards closing in on his 
century but rapidly running out of partners. No Gregson bowler 
could stand in the way of the Rhino though and he quickly took 
command of the strike and hammered his way to 124 before 
Sutton trapped him plumb lbw. With the Rhino poached and 
rapidly being turned into Chinese medicine by our resident 
biologist Dave Clancy, Lancaster University’s tail enders 
succumbed to Metcalfe’s full on chicken dinner attack with 
Thorpe (0) stumped by Morrison and Pythian (0) clean bowled 
the next delivery. Metcalfe will be ordering extra gravy for his next 
spell as he left the field on a hat trick. Lancaster University 
finished on 207, eighteen runs short of victory. 

Gregson CC 

Batsman How out Runs 
C Tisdall c.           b. van Boyd 23 
D Newiss c.           b. Foster 2 
D Welbourne c.           b. Brass 79 
N Morrison c.           b. Thorpe 1 
P McAllister c.           b. Pythian 15 
M Sutton c.           b. Brass 47 
G Metcalfe c.           b. van Boyd 2 
J Waddell c.           b. van Boyd 13 
D Clancy Not out 9 
D Hughes Not out 8 
Extras  25 
Total  224-8 

 
Bowler O M R W 
Brass 7 0 33 2 
Foster 7 0 32 1 
Akash 8 1 26 0 
Fuller 3 0 27 0 
Pythian 6 0 31 1 
Thorpe 4 0 26 1 
Van Boyd 6 0 37 3 

Lancaster University 

Batsman How out Runs 
S Richards lbw b. Sutton 124 
P Hussain c. Morrison b. Waddell 9 
H van Boyd lbw b. Murphy  15 
D Theed c. Morrison b. Newiss 24 
J pollard b. Newiss 0 
J Brass c. Sutton b. Newiss 3 
L Fuller Run out 0 
R Foster Not out 6 
A Akash c&b Waddell 8 
J Thorpe st. Morrison b. Metcalfe 0 
M Pythian b. Metcalfe 0 
Extras  18 
Total  207 

 
Bowler O M R W 
Waddell 7 0 29 2 
Newiss 8 1 44 3 
Hughes 3 0 18 0 
Murphy 8 1 31 1 
Metcalfe 3.3 0 19 2 
Sutton 5 0 26 1 
Clancy 4 0 26 0 
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GREGSON CC vs. MASTERS’ ASSOCIATES 
21 MAY 2017 

For the two days prior to Sunday, it looked doubtful there would 
be a game as no opposition or ground could be found. But ‘48 
Hours’ is long enough for our very own ‘Eddie’ Murphy to be let 
out from marital prison and save the day. The LRGS reserve 
ground at Highfield secured, and regular Gregson sparring 
partners the Masters’ Associates always prepared to spend the 
afternoon dishing out some friendly sledging, it was game on. 

After the Gregson lost the toss there was a surprise decision 
from the Masters’ captain as they chose to bat first on a worn 
wicket promising variable bounce and turn, and an overcast sky 
that hinted of swing. The Masters’ openers ignored the auguries 
though and kept out Kaighin and Waddell for the first seven 
overs, although not without offering a sharp catch low down to 
Williamson’s right at slip and an equally sharp chance down the 
leg side that Morrison could only get the fingertips of his glove to.  

Kaighin eventually broke the partnership by removing the off 
stump of Nawaz (14) and Plant followed up, in his first game of 
the season, with the wicket of Ashfaq (1) caught by the reliable 
hands of the skipper. Batting was proving to be difficult after all. 
Siraz (13) and Anis (8) struggled to get the ball off the square in 
the face of tight bowling from Wain The Younger, Newiss and 
Murphy, the last two eventually taking wickets thanks to catches 
from Plant and Williamson.  

 

Murphy claimed his second victim, Yunus (0), caught behind 
before Hazaifah entered to offer staunch support to the still 
unbeaten Mohsin, who had cruised past his fifty. The return of 
the opening quick bowlers saw the scoring rate start to increase 
again as Mohsin (80) pushed on towards his century, but after 
Kaighin bowled his partner for 27, Waddell finally broke through 
his defences with a caught and bowled. 

Clearly fired up by his success and a quick draw on his e-fag, 
Waddell took two more wickets in the over both snaffled by the 
keeper, Morrison – Azam (6) fell to a full stretch diving catch and 
Jau (1) to a more regulation feather off the edge of the bat. It 
was left to Kaighin to bowl Yusuf for a duck, leaving Gregson 
chasing 173 to win.  

A relatively low target, but a difficult pitch and some accurate 
quick bowling saw the Gregson openers struggle to put the ball 
away, or indeed even get bat on ball. Williamson (1) fell early and 
even the normally fluent Sumsion laboured through the first ten 
overs as Patel and Huzaifah used the conditions to their 
advantage.  

 

A change of bowling to the offspin of Zaahid brought immediate 
rewards as Morrison (4), looking to relive the pressure, mistimed 
a drive into the hands of extra cover. Sutton entered the fray by 
lofting a straight drive up into the air but, despite positioning 
himself well, Huzaifah spilled the chance on the long on 
boundary. It proved to be a costly mistake...  

Sledging from the Masters’ keeper that Sutton was a one-shot-
pony was evidently proven false as Sutton expanded his range of 
shots to include several outside edges through the slips off the 
bowling of Yunus.  

Yunus was steaming in and menaced Sumsion with a vicious 
bouncer that was hooked to the boundary with aplomb. So good 
a shot was it that Sumsion was actually heard to swear in anger 
– something that last happened in 1983 when he was 
overlooked for the role of spear carrier in the end of term school 
play.  

His half century secured, Sumsion (52) eventually fell to Mosh, 
but by this time with plenty of overs to go and wickets in hand 
victory was assured. Wain The Elder suggested to Sutton that as 
only three an over was required it was time to consolidate.  

This met with obvious disapproval, but incredibly Sutton was 
hamstrung by the bowling of Yousef, a young off spinner whose 
devious flight and guile left the big man bamboozled and with his 
strike rate in tatters...  
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No matter the loss of Wain (12) off the bowling of Zaahid, for 
Waddell (8 no) came to the crease and supported Sutton (63 no) 
to achieve the victory with 9 overs to spare. The Gregson’s 
unbeaten start to the season continues, but with the tough 
challenge of Bolton-by-Bowland up next on their first away fixture 
of the season, how long can it continue? 

 

Masters’ Associates 

Batsman How out Runs 
M Nawaz b. Kaighin 14 
Mohsin c&b Waddell 80 
Ashfaq c. Murphy b. Plant 1 
Siraz c. Plant b. Newiss 13 
Anis c. Williamson b. Murphy 8 
Yunus c. Morrison b. Murphy 0 
Huzaifa b. Kaighin 27 
Jau c. Morrison b. Waddell 1 
Azam c. Morrison b. Waddell 6 
Yusuf b. Kaighin 0 
Zaahid Not out 3 
Extras  19 
Total  172 

 
Bowler O M R W 
     
Waddell 5 0 22 3 
Kaighin 6 0 28 3 
Plant 6 0 15 1 
A Wain 6 0 27 0 
Newiss 6 2 29 1 
Murphy 7 0 20 2 
M Wain 2 0 23 0 

Gregson CC 

Batsman How out Runs 
J Williamson b. Huzaifa 1 
N Morrison c.       b. Zaahid 4 
J Sumsion c. Zaahid b. Mosh 52 
M Sutton Not out 63 
M Wain c.       b. Zaahid 12 
J Waddell Not out 8 
Extras  33 
Total  173-4 

 

Bowler O M R W 
Patel 8 0 39 0 
Huzaifah 4 0 14 1 
Nawaz 6 1 29 0 
Yunus 8 0 35 0 
Zaahid 2 0 12 2 
Mosh 2 0 24 1 
Yousuf 1 1 0 0 
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BOLTON BY BOWLAND CC vs. GREGSON CC 
28 MAY 2017 

The Gregson CC charabanc trundled to a halt amongst the soft hills 
and scattered woodland of Bolton-By-Bowland for their first away 
fixture of the season. To the mournful refrain of sheep 
commemorating their fallen colleagues in the cause of a decent roast 
dinner, Gregson’s old timers swapped tales of past drubbings at BBB’s 
hands, with the newbies listening on in a state of increasing 
apprehension. The thunderstorms of the previous day had shifted their 
fury further north, leaving a spongy wicket and, with the sun promising 
to return and dry the pitch out as the game progressed, the pressure 
was on the captain to call the toss correctly. Murphy did not disappoint 
and BBB were put into bat.  

Gregson took an early wicket with Burgess (2) falling to a looping 
catch to Sumsion’s waiting hands at backward point, but Kelly 
and C Lloyd soon ensured Patel’s boots had their most thorough 
washing since purchase by hoiking anything short into the river. 
Things were looking dangerous for the Gregson. ‘Never take a 
run on a misfield’ is an old cricketing adage, but C Lloyd (23) 
ignored it and thanks to Hughes’s slip at mid off (something he 
claims to have planned well in advance), Sutton swooped in from 
the covers and delivered a perfect ball over the stumps for Lee to 
complete the run out. It would be all too simple to fall into easy 
jokes about countryside folk and their nocturnal family activities, 
but BBB do have a preponderance of Lloyds and there was some 
concern when C Lloyd was replaced by a doppelganger who 
claimed to be a different person. A request for DNA evidence was 
considered, but the spirit of cricket prevailed and brother J Lloyd 
was allowed to take guard. There followed an extended period in 
the field for the Gregson with runs coming easily to the two 
batsmen. J Lloyd was dropped on 47, to a difficult chance behind 
the stumps off Wain’s bowling, before R. Kelly (who believed he 
could fly...) took a risky single too many and was run out for 70. 
Harris (8) fell the same way, but not before Gregson had gifted 
BBB a couple of overthrows by flinging the ball from end to end 
in a vain attempt to hit the stumps. To the Gregson, ‘backing up’ 
is something done only on computers... J Lloyd eventually fell to 
the bowling of Hughes, caught in the covers by Morrison, but by 
then had scored 112 and all but taken the game away. With the 
last ball of the innings, Waddell forced Wolfenden (12) to lob the 
ball up to the keeper, but with S Lloyd’s (12 no) solid support in 
the final overs, BBB finished with a formidable total of 263 – 8.  

Opener Welbourne was carrying a knee injury that forced him to 
wear an imposing leg brace and a runner was briefly considered, 
albeit only for the potential comic value. A man who normally 
traverses the field with the easy grace of an ocean-going liner 
was left shambling to the crease like an extra from The Walking 
Dead, but he opened the scoring with a mighty blow over the 
ropes and into the river for six. Early support from Lee (8) ended 
when he was caught by someone the scorebook records only as 
a ‘young, blond chap’ and Sumsion (5) posted a rare failure with 
the bat as he nicked off to the keeper, both off the bowling of C. 
Lloyd. Welbourne (24) fell to another thin edge to the keeper but 
Sutton and McAllister kept the run rate moving along. Sutton was 
hitting the ball cleanly, clearing the ropes on several occasions 
and should have claimed another boundary as he hammered the 
ball through the covers only to see it bullseye the shin of the BBB 
captain. Years of welly wearing have, however, hardened the big 
man and he shrugged off a blow that would have felled lesser 
men with little more than a stifled grunt. Sutton (60) was caught 
going for another big shot and Waddell (0) provided the first 

golden duck of the season, taking an early lead into what is often 
a hotly contested award category. McAllister (46 no) was digging 
in at the other end, either unaware a draw was not an option or 
determined to boost his average with a not out in the scorebook.  

Lower order attempts to force the pace came to naught as 
Morrison (10), Wain (13), Hughes (3) and Murphy (4) all fell to 
the relentless parade of bowling Lloyds. It was left to Patel to get 
a single off the last ball and bring the innings to a close with 
Gregson posting 189 – 9, well short of the required total. 

Bolton by Bowland CC 

Batsman How out Runs 
R Kelly Run out 70 
J Burgess c. Sumsion b. Waddell 2 
C Lloyd Run out 23 
J Lloyd c. Morrison b. Hughes 12 
J Harris Run out 8 
J Wolfenden c. Lee b. Hughes 12 
S Lloyd Not out 12 
R Powell Not out 0 
Extras  24 
Total  263-6 

 
Bowler O M R W 
     
Waddell 8 1 27 1 
Patel 8 0 49 0 
Sutton 5 0 39 0 
Murphy 8 0 48 0 
Wain 5 0 49 0 
Hughes 6 0 42 2 

Gregson CC 

Batsman How out Runs 
D Welbourne c.          b. K Lloyd 24 
S Lee c.          b. C Lloyd 8 
J Sumsion c.          b. C Lloyd 5 
M Sutton c.          b. S Lloyd 45 
P McAllister Not out 45 
J Waddell c&b S Lloyd 0 
N Morrison c&b J Lloyd 10 
M Wain c.          b. S Lloyd 13 
D Hughes c.          b. Wolfenden 3 
F Patel Not out 1 
Extras  20 
Total  189-9 

 
Bowler O M R W 
K Lloyd 8 0 42 1 
C Lloyd 8 0 24 2 
Powell 5 0 53 0 
S Lloyd 8 2 32 3 
J Lloyd 7 1 12 1 
Wolfenden 4 0 12 2 
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WADDINGTON CC vs. GREGSON CC 
4 JUNE 2017 

Freckled with afternoon sunlight, the beer terrace of the Lower 
Buck pub beckoned as the Gregson convoy drove through 
Waddington. Comments on how lovely it would be to relax with a 
pint or two in the warmth were swapped between the team, but 
the reality of 80 overs of hard fought cricket would surely mean 
the sun dropping below the hills well before they could partake of 
such a classic village tradition. 

A quick inspection of the greentop wicket would have convinced 
even the most novice cricketer that it promised uneven bounce, 
sideways movement off the seam and significant turn. With 
Gregson also missing several of their batting stalwarts the 
captain won the toss and make the obvious decision – bat first. A 
vote for insanity, surely? The decision shocked Oliver (twelfth 
man or first dog, depending on how you look at things) to the 
core and he immediately locked himself inside the gents’ toilets. 
It was a wise decision, as Tisdall and Morrison opened the 
batting in a flurry of mistimed shots, dot balls and streaky runs 
off the edge of the bat. With only 20 scored off the first ten overs 
and the bowling of S Bristol and Atherton seemingly unplayable, 
they took a decision to throw away their wickets and allow 
someone else to have a go. Morrison (6) went first, lbw trying to 
force one off his legs and Tisdall (5) soon followed caught off the 
bowling of Blezard. Surely a brighter future was in store as 
Welbourne and McAllister took guard? 

It was not to be. Welbourne (0), attempting to fend off a sharply 
rising ball on leg stump, could only glove it to the keeper for his 
first Gregson duck and Murphy (2), normally the epitome of 
strong and stable leadership, fell soon afterwards clean bowled 
by Lancaster. Waddell (12) provided some early hope with 
boundaries off his first three balls including ‘timing the pants’ off 
a cover drive, but fell the next delivery. Hughes (3) and Plant (4) 
hardly troubled the scorers and the Gregson innings needed to 
be stung into life. Oliver the dog took this metaphor literally by 
sitting on a bee. Life is always a learning experience and he now 
realises having venom injected directly into the scrotum is 
something best avoided. Deighton strolled to the crease, a man 
on a mission. Just 13 runs stood between him and winning a bet 
for getting 50 runs in a season and he did not disappoint, scoring 
22 before he was caught in the covers. Pye’s (1) run out 
concluded the innings, leaving McAllister not out on 22, although 
he claimed it was 28. Originating from the borders he’s always 
believed in a stronger for Scotland approach and, in the interests 
of Britain together, the Barnett formula was applied and his 
score recorded as 26. 

With a measly 111 on the board and only crisps and jaffa cakes 
for tea, the Gregson went hunting for early wickets. Wicket 
keeping for the Gregson is usually a case of standing up for the 
many, not the few, but in this match fast bowlers were the norm 
and Morrison was convinced he had Bennett caught down the 
leg side off the bowling of Pye but the umpire failed to hear the 
nick. With Waddington’s openers hitting Waddell and Pye around 
the park, the skipper decided to give them a breather for the 
common good and brought himself into the attack.  

The change bought immediate rewards as Mercer (13) edged a 
ball to first slip where it was pouched by Tisdall and Welbourne 
helped Murphy to his second wicket by pocketing a catch in the 
covers to remove Walsh (20). The return of Waddell saw Bennett 
(33) trapped lbw, Plant cleaned up the stumps of Graham (12) 

and Murphy finished his good bowling spell by removing the off 
stump of Blezard (7). Despite the wickets falling, Waddington 
kept the score moving along and in the twentieth over a 
scampered single led to the scores being tied. Ramsden (12 no) 
finished the innings with a mighty six to cow corner and the 
coalition of chaos that was the Gregson CC returned to the 
pavilion, humbled by the loss in such a short time. The sun may 
have set on the Gregson’s push for an unlikely victory, but that 
beer garden was still bathed in early evening sunshine after all... 

Gregson CC 

Batsman How out Runs 
C Tisdall c.          b. Blezard 5 
N Morrison lbw b. Ramsden 6 
D Welbourne c.          b. Blezard 0 
P McAllister Not out 26 
J Murphy b. Lancaster 2 
J Waddell b. Lancaster 12 
D Hughes st.         b. Bennett 3 
C Plant c.          b. J Bristol 4 
M Deighton c.          b. S Bristol 22 
R Pye Run out 1 
C Kaighin Not out 1 
Extras  28 
Total  111-9 

 
Bowler O M R W 
S Bristol 5 2 9 1 
Atherton 4 2 5 0 
Ramsden 4 1 8 1 
Blezard 4 1 4 2 
Graham 4 0 7 0 
Lancaster 4 0 14 2 
J Bristol 4 0 13 1 
Bennett 2 0 6 1 
C Bristol 2 0 23 0 
Walsh 2 0 11 0 

Waddington CC 

Batsman How out Runs 
M Bennett lbw b. Waddell 33 
A Mercer c. Tisdall b. Murphy 13 
L Walsh c. Welbourne b. Murphy 20 
T Blezard b. Murphy 7 
M Lancaster Not out 19 
H Graham b. Plant 12 
A Ramsden Not out 12 
Extras  10 
Total  117-5 

 
Bowler O M R W 
Waddell 5 0 22 1 
Pye 4 0 29 0 
Kaighin 2 0 21 0 
Murphy 4 0 19 3 
Plant 4 0 17 1 
Welbourne 1 0 4 0 
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GREGSON CC vs. LANCASTER UNIVERSITY 
18 JUNE 2017 

Some days the Gods just don’t want you to play cricket. The 
original fixture against Wyre CC was cancelled because they 
couldn’t raise a team and when Lancaster University CC stepped 
up at short notice to avenge their early season defeat (see match 
reports passim), they were faced with road closures and traffic 
jams delaying their progress and therefore the start of the 
match. 

Dehydrated and demoralised from their travels in 30 degree heat 
they staggered to the ground one by one in scenes reminiscent 
of the retreat to Dunkirk before, like the little ships of 1940, the 
Gregson CC heeded their cries for help and met them at the bus 
stop in a car.  

The match was reduced to 35 overs a side and Murphy won the 
toss and put the students into bat. Theed and Lindsay started 
well, playing some classical drives and punishing Waddell and 
Pye if they dared to drop short on what was turning out to be a 
good, if somewhat green, pitch.  

Having seen off the opening bowlers, Theed (33) was cut up by a 
quicker ball from Patel and saw the ball pass between bat and 
body onto the middle stump. Shukla entered the fray, bustling 
and busy from the onset, and made a quick 14 before falling to a 
tight stumping call off the bowling of Murphy.  

Given Lancaster Uni’s depleted numbers, another name was 
added to the list of Gregson CC turncoats who offer their services 
to the opposition. Enter Dave Carter... Exit Dave Carter, bowled 
for a golden duck by Pye. The quickest thirty pieces of silver he 
has ever earned. 

Pye soon reinforced success with a second wicket, Fuller (9) 
bowled, before the suntanned form of Metcalfe tossed up a 
chicken dinner to van Boyd and had him caught at mid on by 
Murphy for a duck. Throughout it all, Lindsay was quietly going 
about his work – punishing the bad ball and pushing quick 
singles. He passed his 50 and then, with solid support from 
Verghese, passed his personal best of 71. When Verghese (29) 
fell at the start of Waddell’s second spell, quickly followed by 
Chimes (0), he was at the non-striker’s end on 92 with one over 
left.  

Surely it was Sutcliffe’s destiny to scamper a single and leave 
five balls for his partner to find glory? No. The red mists 
descended and the first ball was hit for six. Further big swinging 
attempts were made but it was only on the penultimate ball he 

connected and took the single. Lindsay, surprisingly relaxed at 
this turn of events, pushed a single off the final ball and finished 
with an impressive 93 not out.  

The Gregson’s reply started promisingly. Hughes and Lee 
followed the example of Lancaster’s openers and took their 
opportunities well, with boundaries coming off the bad balls and 
singles or solid defence off the good. Good opening spells from 
Chimes and Sutcliffe kept the batsmen from getting ahead of the 
run rate, with Sutcliffe in particular being complimented on his 
‘heavy balls’. Presumably this was meant as a cricketing 
metaphor rather than a personal one... 

Chimes took the first wicket with Hughes falling to a catch at 
midwicket for 22 and Morrison took over the supporting role to 
Lee, who was progressing nicely. A change of bowling to the 
quick pace of Shukla almost brought immediate rewards as Lee 
played a forward defence too late and was clean bowled. The 
outstretched arm of the umpire turned delight into despair as the 
delivery was declared a no-ball.  

Further agonies for the bowler ensued as the keeper failed to 
stop another fast ball resulting in it hitting the helmet behind the 
stumps for five penalty runs. Whether these were recorded in the 
scorebook correctly will never be known as neither the umpires, 
the batsmen nor the fielders knew how to signal it correctly. 

 

Lee (42) finally fell just after cracking consecutive boundaries, 
caught off the bowling of Fuller and Sutton entered the fray 
hoping to continue his recent purple patch of form. He did not 
disappoint, hitting his first ball for a six over long on.  

At the other end, the return of Sutcliffe saw Morrison play 
consecutive outside edges through the vacant slip cordon for 
boundaries, although he later claimed these were cunningly 
placed there with a pre-planned and well executed opening of 
the face of the bat. Chastened by the close calls he was keen to 
return the strike to Sutton. 

In 1972, Albert Mehrabian, Emeritus Professor of UCLA stated 
that 93% of communication is non-verbal. It was with this 
seminal work in mind that Morrison looked up to see Sutton flick 
his eyes towards silly mid on, mime a defensive shot and nod 
eagerly. The striker took this to clearly mean ‘I want the strike. 
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Play a forward defensive into the on side and run. I will be half 
way down the wicket before the ball reaches you and we can 
make an easy single.’ Always obedient to his vice-captain, 
Morrison did as he was ‘told’, but on reaching the non-striker’s 
end looked up to see his partner studiously examining his nails 
with an innocent look on his face.* Walking back to the pavilion 
Morrison (22) made full use of communication’s remaining 7% – 
clear, unambiguous verbalisation of his feelings was the order of 
the day. 

With McAllister (10*) in support, Sutton went about making 
amends with his usual flamboyant hitting around the ground 
collecting seven sixes and seven fours during his 83 not out. 
Three of those maximums were collected in as many balls off the 
unfortunate Verghese who bowled the last over and finished with 
figures he will want to forget (0.4 – 0 – 18 – 0). The match 
finished with Gregson CC winning by 7 wickets with just under 3 
overs to spare.  

Many thanks to Lancaster University CC who went above and 
beyond the call of duty in struggling through the heat and traffic 
chaos to play a scratch fixture. We all appreciate it and look 
forward to resuming our battles soon. 

* Alternative versions of this event are available, but he who 
writes the match report controls history... 

Lancaster University 

Batsman How out Runs 
D Theed b. Patel 33 
G Lindsay Not out 93 
A Shukla st. Morrison b. Murphy 14 
D Carter b. Pye 0 
L Fuller b. Pye 9 
H van Boyd c. Murphy b. Metcalfe 0 
N Verghese b. Waddell 29 
M Chimes lbw b. Waddell 0 
P Sutcliffe Not out 7 
Extras  16 
Total  201-7 

 

Bowler O M R W 
Waddell 7 2 35 2 
Pye 7 1 25 2 
Patel 7 0 39 1 
Murphy 7 0 35 1 
Metcalfe 6 0 42 1 
Hughes 1 0 12 0 

Gregson CC 

Batsman How out Runs 
S Lee c.          b. Fuller 42 
D Hughes c.          b. Chimes 22 
N Morrison Run out 22 
M Sutton Not out 83 
P McAllister Not out 10 
Extras  28 
Total  207-3 

 

Bowler O M R W 
Sutcliffe 7 0 22 0 
Chimes 7 0 34 1 
Carter 5 1 33 0 
Shukla 7 2 16 0 
Fuller 5 0 55 1 
Van Boyd 1 0 4 0 
Verghese 0.4 0 18 0 
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ESKDALE CC vs. GREGSON CC  
25 JUNE 2017 

Once more the weather gods smiled benignly for the Gregson in their 
away fixture with Eskdale in deepest Cumbria. The outfield had been 
freshly mown and the wicket was adorned with a set of new stumps 
with flashing bails. The outcome of the toss dictated that Gregson 
were to bat first in a 35 over game. 

Lee and Wain opened and had put on a brisk partnership of 23 until 
Lee played on against the persistent Skilbeck and was out for 12. 
Hughes joined Wain who had been gliding like one of the butterflies he 
catches, content to take nectar from each of the bowlers until settled, 
then began to sting like a bee. His journey came to an abrupt halt 
when he was caught in the net by a stooping low catch from an 
octogenarian at mid-wicket for 21. That brought Sutton to the wicket 
whose cup this season has runneth over. Hughes was happy to just 
take a secondary role and enjoy the mayhem. The 50 partnership 
came up in 6 overs and even Hughes was starting to join in the fun 
when he was clean bowled for only the second time in his extensive 
living memory for 18. The score had moved on to 88 after 13 overs 
and a good total looked possible. 

McAlister joined Sutton and they put on a partnership of 44 with 
Sutton passing his 50 and looking to advance to his century. His 
ambition was curtailed when the left arm spinner Cook got one to spin 
and bounce and he was caught in the deep for an admirable 63. 
Waddell entered the fray and blazed a quick 24 before being caught 
off the bowling of Jedjay. Metcalfe joined McAlister and the runs 
continued to flow until Macca toe ended a full toss from Nicholl and 
the keeper caught the Spooner at the second attempt. Macca was 
heard muttering to himself all the way back to the pavilion. We were 
not sure if this was because of his shot or the fact that his 23 now put 
him behind Sutton in the averages. Murphy joined Metcalfe and 
struggled to get the pace of the wicket early on. Metcalfe kept the 
scoreboard ticking until being clean bowled by the impressive Cook for 
a spritely 15. Murphy meanwhile had found his timing and a couple of 
boundaries took his score to 21 before being caught off the bowling of 
the returning Skilbeck. The lower order were now pressed into duty. 
Rulliere was joined by Pye and both were looking good until a comedy 
run out ensued and Rulliere was left floundering in the middle of the 
wicket out for 3. Last man Moulsdale joined Pye for the final 3 
deliveries and declined an easy 2 to Pye, to at least face one ball. His 
waft to a ball outside off stump was stylishly done and the best 
accolade of the day went to Moulsdale amidst cries of "well batted" as 
the players left the pitch having amassed a total of 215 with Pye a 
creditable 8 not out. 

An excellent tea followed and the consensus was the Gregson had 
enough. Pye and Rulliere opened the bowling and although they were 
able to keep the right-handed bat Skilbeck in check they were to 
receive an assault of Suttonesque proportions from the left handed, 
brutal and stylish Koshy. After 10 overs Eskdale were going at over 7 
an over and Murphy decided to ring the changes by bringing on 
himself and Waddell. The assault continued with Koshy targeting 
skipper Murphy whose 3 overs yielded 27 runs before being replaced 
by Moulsdale. The breakthrough finally came when Waddell managed 
to extract an lbw decision after a concerted appeal which started with 
a bellow and ended in whimpering supplication. Koshy had made 76 
runs. Skilbeck was carrying out his job as opener by treasuring his 
wicket and was joined by King. Any further thoughts of quick wickets 
were dispelled by some elegant drives from King and assists from the 
beleaguered ground fielders who had forgotten how to form barriers. 

Moulsdale was bowling accurately and his reward was the wicket of 
King and his final figures of 1 for 31 off his 7 overs were admirable in 
the context of the game. The spin of Metcalf's replaced the pace of 
Waddell and any chance of victory was taken away by the South 
African import Jay whose aerial pyrotechnics to cow corner secured the 
victory for the home team. 

In the final analysis, although thrashed, over 400 runs were scored in 
the day and there was a suspicion that if the Eskdale top 4 hadn't fired 
there wasn't much left in the hutch. All players were involved in the 
game and were able to relive moments of the action in the convivial 
setting of the local hostelry.  

Gregson CC 

Batsman How out Runs 
S Lee b. Skilbeck 12 
M Wain c.          b. Mason 21 
D Hughes b. Aitken 18 
M Sutton c.          b. Cook 62 
P McAllister c.          b. Nicholl 23 
J Waddell c.          b. Jedjay 24 
G Metcalfe b. Cook 15 
J Murphy c.          b. Skilbeck 21 
S Rulliere Run out 3 
R Pye Not out 8 
A Moulsdale Not out 0 
Extras  8 
Total  215-9 

 
Bowler O M R W 
     
Skilbeck 7 0 30 2 
Mason 6 0 42 1 
King 4 0 38 0 
Aitken 4 0 23 1 
Cook 7 0 34 2 
Nicholl 2 0 17 1 
Jedjay 5 0 25 1 

Eskdale CC 

Batsman How out Runs 
A Koshy lbw b. Waddell 76 
L Skully Not out  35 
T King b. Moulsdale 33 
Jedjay Not out 25 
Extras  47 
Total  216-2 

 
Bowler O M R W 
Rulliere 5.3 0 52 0 
Pye 5 0 42 0 
Waddell 7 0 48 1 
Murphy 3 0 27 0 
Moulsdale 7 0 31 1 
Metcalfe 4 0 27 0 
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GREGSON CC vs. THE DOCTORS 
2 JULY 2017 

Clearly the Gregson CC had not been eating its specified daily 
quota of apples recently as the LRGS ground filled up with 
doctors for what is always a popular fixture. So popular in fact 
the Gregson could have fielded 19 players. As it was, a 12 a side 
match was agreed with Tisdall temporarily claiming GMC 
registration. 

With both captain and vice-captain selflessly standing aside to 
let their foot soldiers play it was Martin Wain who stepped into 
senior management shoes, where his first act in charge was to 
lose the toss and see the Gregson put into bat. 

A fresh look to the Gregson openers, with Metcalfe and Newiss 
taking guard, promised much but Caldwell struck early and hard 
to dismiss them both in the third over - Metcalfe (1) clean bowled 
and Newiss (0) caught in the midwicket area. At 2 for 2 in the 
third over there was a hurried scramble for pads in the changing 
room. Sumsion, ever the professional, was ready and willing to 
go in at 3, but Deighton, marked down for the key batting 
position of four, had to be replaced by Morrison due to a heavy 
night of carousing resulting in an unfortunate vomiting incident. 

When results have gone against you but you still need to be 
strong and stable to negotiate your way through troubled waters, 
a robust partnership is needed. And so it was that Sumsion and 
Morrison stepped up to the metaphorical dispatch box and took 
charge at a dangerous time. When the fifty partnership came up 
in the 14th over Sumsion was on 48 and Morrison, only prepared 
to offer a confidence and supply deal to his senior partner, had 
provided 2. This gallant defensive effort to prevent a collapse of 
the status quo will no doubt be rewarded with a new hospital in 
his garden very soon. Having staved off the immediate danger, 
Sumsion and Morrison continued to a 100 partnership before 
Sumsion (70) fell to a sharp catch at square leg.  

Deighton entered the fray, his ghastly white complexion enough 
to send the doctors into a huddle to discuss who would step up 
to perform the resuscitation when the inevitable alcohol 
poisoning crisis occurred. An edged 2 was all he could manage 
before the delirium tremens kicked in and he was undone by Lee 
bowling what Deighton thought was a pink elephant on middle 
stump. 

Morrison came out of his shell to pull and drive his way to 30 
before being deceived by a slower ball from Adam Gardner 
leaving the way clear for a good lower middle order partnership 
between Carter and Will Wain. Both were hitting the ball to the 
boundary cleanly and with purpose before Carter (24) was 
spectacular caught by Adam Garndner running in a good twenty 
yards before pouching a diving catch at mid on.  

Pye, whose family had turned up to watch him, lost all credibility 
as a sporting father by entering a golden duck into the scorebook 
leaving Plant, less than a week away from fatherhood himself, to 
demonstrate how it should be done with several cheeky reverse 
sweeps off the returning Caldwell. He was eventually run out for 
17 thanks to a direct hit from ‘Dr’ Tisdall and Wain (20) followed 
in a similar fashion soon afterwards. Williamson (1 no) and 
Clancy (1 no) saw out the final over leaving the Doctors to chase 
191 for victory.  

 

Carter and Clancy opened the bowling for the Gregson. They kept 
it tight with early maidens and consistent line and length 
bowling, forcing Hallam and Harris into a defensive mindset. It 
was Clancy who got the breakthrough with the wicket of Hallam 
(5) thanks to a reaction catch by Carter in the covers – the start 
of what turned out to be an impressive fielding performance by 
the home team. Harris (11) then succumbed to first change 
bowler Pye as his off stump was removed after a mistimed drive 
and Adam Gardner (14), looking relaxed and confident in his 
timing, was undone by Plant’s variation off cutter that removed 
his middle stump. 

Sunday wouldn’t be Sunday without the promise of a chicken 
dinner and Metcalfe cooked up a superlative three over spell full 
of extra gravy. J Gardner (5) was the first to feel the cold steel of 
Metcalfe’s carving knife as he hoisted a skier towards long off 
only to find Martin Wain perfectly positioned underneath to take 
the resulting catch. To be truly tasty, bowlers need fielders in the 
same way chicken dinners need vegetables and Metcalfe 
benefitted from further impressive fielding as Price (1) saw a well 
struck ball plucked out of the air by Carter and Caldwell (7) 
edged to the juggling hands of Clancy at first slip. To spare 
everyone further chicken dinner-related metaphors, Metcalfe 
was removed from the attack with season best figures of 3 for 5. 

Jacobs (30) set about restoring some order to the Doctors’ 
innings with some calculated risk taking, piercing the field for 
boundaries off the bad balls and solid defence off the good 
before a miscalculated run left both batsman at the same end 
and an inevitable run out followed. 

Deighton, whose skin pallor had by now mutated into an 
unearthly lime green, took two quick wickets – Tisdall (9) 
revengefully caught by Plant and Foster (4) to a caught and 
bowled. Some lower order hitting from Lee (21 no), who hit the 
only maximum of the game, kept hope alive for the Doctors but 
Williamson removed Marriot (4) with a straight delivery leaving 
just one wicket between the Gregson and victory.  
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It was fitting in a game where the Gregson defied all known 
conventions about their ability in the field this final wicket (Ealey 
[4]) fell to another outstanding reflex catch by Carter at short 
extra cover off the bowling of the stand-in skipper. 

Another victory on home soil for the Gregson, who remain 
undefeated at Fortress Lancaster, and their best performance in 
the field for some time. No chances were dropped and with only 
a measly 4 wides and 2 no balls conceded to the extras column, 
the Doctors were unlucky to be the victims in what is likely to be 
a once-in-a-season performance with the ball in hand. 

 

Gregson CC 

Batsman How out Runs 
G Metcalfe b. Caldwell 1 
D Newiss b. Caldwell 0 
J Sumsion c.          b. A Gardner 70 
N Morrison b. A Gardner 30 
M Deighton b. Lee 2 
D Carter c. J Gardner b. Lee 24 
W Wain Run out 20 
R Pye c. J Gardner b. Jacobs 0 
C Plant Run out 17 
J Williamson Not out 1 
D Clancy Not out 1 
Extras  24 
Total  190-9 

 
Bowler O M R W 
Caldwell 7 1 12 2 
Jacobs 6 0 7 1 
J Gardner 4 0 35 0 
Marriot 4 1 3 0 
Harriss 5 0 34 0 
A Garnder 6 1 21 2 
Tisdall 1 0 9 0 
Lee 5 0 35 2 

The Doctors 

Batsman How out Runs 
D Hallam c. Carter b. Clancy 5 
C Harris b. Pye 11 
A Gardner b. Plant 14 
J Gardner c. M Wain b. Metcalfe 5 
C Caldwell c. Carter b. Metcalfe 7 
S Price c. Clancy b. Metcalfe 1 
C Jacobs Run out 30 
C Tisdall c. Plant b. Deighton 9 
A Foster c&b Deighton 4 
J Marriot b. Williamson 4 
M Lee Not out 21 
C Ealey c. Carter b. M Wain 4 
Extras  6 
Total  121 

 
Bowler O M R W 
Carter 4 1 5 0 
Clancy 4 1 12 1 
Pye 6 0 11 0 
Plant 4 0 11 1 
Metcalfe 3 0 5 3 
Newiss 4 1 12 0 
Deighton 4 0 23 2 
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GREGSON CC vs. NELSON’S ASHES 
9 JULY 2017 

On a lovely sunny afternoon, we welcomed our guests, Nelson’s 
Ashes (a touring team from Nottinghamshire), to LRGS for a 35 
over fixture. They arrived in various states, some struggling to 
hold down their breakfasts, others still under the influence of the 
previous night’s fluid ingestion. Things were looking hopeful that 
these (mostly) young whipper snappers might not be up to the 
job of delivering any kind of offence at the fortress that has 
become Gregson’s home ground. 

Skipper Murphy promptly lost the toss and a rather strong 
looking batting ordered prepared themselves as best they could. 
Messrs Lee and Kaighin opened but Kaighin was soon back in 
the hutch, misreading an awkward looking delivery that really 
should have jumped up more than it did. 

Wellbourne made his way to the crease to support Lee who’d 
found his eye and was looking solid. Wellbourne calmly amassed 
28 runs before being clean bowled by a slowly sobering bowling 
attack. Sumsion took 7 balls to get off the mark before going on 
to scoring a classy half century, a total opener Lee reached a few 
overs earlier, chapeau chaps. 

Both, however, fell in fairly quick succession and the duo of Patel 
and Carter didn’t add much to the tally before trudging back to 
the pavilion; the latter to an instinctive catch that was made to 
look so casual it brought applause from both sides. This left the 
machine that is Paul McAllister at the crease, he aided the 
bowling attack by running out two of his teammates quicker than 
Chris Froome goes through domestiques on his way to an 
unbeaten 35, leaving the Gregson with a total of 241. 

During the innings it was noted how many of the tourists sat 
down between overs/ball fetching duties, this filled the home 
side with confidence of a quick finish and an early trip to the pub. 

Turk and Rose had other plans and came out swinging, 
mistiming a little at first but soon tucking in to the bowling of 
Deighton. A break through was needed and it came as Turk 
feathered one to Lee for a fine catch off Deighton’s bowling. 
Deighton, however, was made to wait for Umpire Metcalfe to stop 
his own celebrating before he could start his own. 

Waddell then removed Williams for 0 and it looked like the game 
was swinging back in favour of the home side, but Jewitt had 
other plans. Between the pair they slaughtered the home team 
bowling with big hitting and enthusiastic running.  

Congratulations to the visitors, they clearly fancied the early 
finish and trip back to the pub just as much as the home side, 
rattling off the required runs in 27 overs. 

Gregson CC 

Batsman How out Runs 
S Lee b. Wiston 50 
C Kaighin b. Turk 3 
D Welbourne b. Hewitt 28 
J Sumsion c.          b. Wagstaff 55 
P McAllister Not out 43 
F Patel b. Wagstaff 0 
D Carter c.          b. Adam 6 
J Waddell Run out 16 
J Murphy b. Hewitt 4 
M Deighton Run out 5 
A Moulsdale Not out  0 
Extras  27 
Total  237-9 

 
Bowler O M R W 
Turk 7 1 36 1 
Hughes 4 0 22 0 
Hewitt 6 0 37 2 
Rose 4 0 19 0 
Barnes 2 0 18 0 
Wistow 6 0 41 1 
Wagstaff 4 0 30 2 

Nelson’s Ashes 

Batsman How out Runs 
C Turk c.          b. Deighton 29 
A Rose Not out 101 
G Williams c.          b. Waddell 0 
C Hewitt Not out 91 
Extras  20 
Total  241-2 

 
Bowler O M R W 
Waddell 5 0 47 1 
Deighton 3 0 45 1 
Moulsdale 7 1 42 0 
Patel 4 0 35 0 
Carter 3 0 46 0 
Murphy 3 0 19 0 
Kaighin 2 0 40 0 
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GREGSON CC vs. MASTERS’ ASSOCIATES 
16 JULY 2017 

Once more the LRGS welcomed Saf and his Masters’ Associates 
crew of reprobates to take up arms in the continuing battle for 
local cricketing dominance. Gregson CC lost the toss and were 
forced to bat first on a wicket still sodden from the overnight 
thunderstorms. 

Rather like the England test team, the Gregson are struggling to 
find a settled opening pair but the change to Hughes and 
Morrison brought immediate rewards. For the opposition... 
Morrison promptly chipped Hufzfiah into the welcoming hands of 
point for his first golden duck of the season and Sumsion (8) 
followed soon afterwards to an identical shot that produced an 
identical result. When Hughes (8) was caught in the slips, it 
bought Newiss and Sutton together and the Gregson faithful 
relaxed a little. Newiss appeared to have regained his early 
season form and was batting nicely and with Sutton averaging an 
outlandish 115.25, everything was set for a commanding total. 
Sutton did however seem perplexed when his usual ‘back over 
the bowler’s head’ approach to batting provided only four runs 
rather than the usual six. Newiss, who had been responsible for 
the boundary flag placement, kept his eyes averted as Sutton 
raged at the unfairness of life. These anger issues were not 
helped when he was caught in the gully off Qasim soon 
afterwards for a mere 16, bringing his average down to just 
below that of Don Bradman... 

Patel managed only 3 runs before seeing his off stump removed 
by Qasim but Carter and Newiss dug in to provide some stability 
to the innings, helped by the Masters’ failing to capitalise on a 
run out opportunity that at one stage had both batsman 
occupying the same end. Newiss provided a further comic 
interlude when an attempted sweep shot saw his bat gracefully 
glide the entire length of the wicket to complete a single without 
its owner. Newiss (24) ultimately fell lbw to Pant and the 
Masters’ made no mistake with their second run out opportunity 
as Metcalfe (6) failed to make it home from an abortive single. 
Pant, Younis and Abdul cleaned up the tail with the wickets of 
Waddell (6), Pye (5) and Murphy (4), respectively and the 
Gregson were all out for 133 – a meagre total reached only with 
the assistance of 44 extras graciously conceded by the Masters’. 

Skipper Murphy’s decision to open the bowling with a 
combination of pace and spin appeared to be a good one as 
Waddell first bowled Nawaz (11), then had Biggy (4) caught at 
point before Murphy followed up with the wicket of Faiz (1). The 
Gregson captain was hard to keep out of the game as he next 
caught the opposing skipper, Saf (6), off the bowling of Metcalfe 
and took another wicket for himself as Sutton caught Anis (6) in 
the deep. Dunga (1) fell soon after lbw to Patel and when 
Sumsion caught Qasim (16) in the slips the score was 89 – 7 
leaving two thoughts brewing in the Gregson’s collective hive 
mind. ‘Could we pull off an unlikely victory?’ and ‘How in God’s 
name has Metcalfe’s bowling got TWO people caught at first slip 
this season?’ As Anas strode to the wicket, Hughes made the 
cardinal error of voicing his thoughts. As soon as he uttered the 
words ‘we can win this is we keep our concentration’ you could 
see the fielders’ thoughts immediately turn to summer holidays, 
the previous night’s episode of Love Island, what the guest beer 
at the Gregson might be - in fact, anything but cricket... A series 
of dropped catches followed as Murphy, Sutton, Carter, Morrison 
and Metcalfe all squandered opportunities to close out the 
game, leaving Anas to progress serenely onto his half century 
ably assisted by Abdul.  

The score ticked on, but so did the overs and when Pye took 
Anas’s (51) wicket and Metcalfe the wicket of Zaahid (2), the 
Masters’ needed 3 off the last over with only one wicket 
remaining. A tense finish then, but one where ultimately the 
Masters’ took revenge for their early season defeat as Abdul took 
a boundary to finish on 26 no with Huri on 4 no. 

Gregson CC 

Batsman How out Runs 
D Hughes c.          b. Qasim 6 
N Morrison c.          b. Hufzfiah 0 
J Sumsion c.          b. Hufzfiah 8 
D Newiss lbw b. Pant 24 
M Sutton c.          b. Qasim 14 
F Patel b. Qasim 3 
D Carter Not out 16 
G Metcalfe Run out 6 
J Waddell b. Pant 6 
R Pye c.          b. Younis 5 
J Murphy c.          b. Abdul 4 
Extras  44 
Total  133 

 
Bowler O M R W 
Abdul 7 0 15 1 
Hufzfiah 4 0 22 2 
Qasim 8 2 21 3 
Zaahid 4 0 20 0 
Pant 6 1 25 2 
Mosler 1 0 9 0 
Younis 6 0 14 1 

Masters’ Associates 

Batsman How out Runs 
Nawaz b. Waddell 11 
Biggy c. Newiss b. Waddell 4 
Faiz b. Murphy 1 
Saf c. Murphy b. Metcalfe 6 
Anis c. Sutton b. Murphy 0 
Qasim c. Sumsion b. Metcalfe 16 
Anas lbw b. Pye 51 
Dunga lbw b. Patel 2 
Abdul Not out 26 
Zaahid c. Murphy b. Metcalfe 2 
Huri Not out 4 
Extras  12 
Total  135-9 

 
Bowler O M R W 
Waddell 8 0 10 2 
Murphy 8 0 35 2 
Pye 8 0 24 1 
Metcalfe 7 0 22 3 
Patel 4 0 10 1 
Sutton 4 0 19 0 
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RATHMELL CC vs. GREGSON CC  
23 JULY 2017 

The balmy Lancashire sunshine beat down upon our heroes as 
they waited outside the Gregson for the coach to take them into 
battle. They continued to wait. And then, have successfully 
completed that period of waiting, they waited a bit more. 
Eventually, having disposed of his late arriving foreign students, 
Sutton turned up in the coach to take the merry band of brothers 
across the Pennines. 

As passports were checked by the Yorkshire border guards, the 
rain started to come down and by the time Giggleswick’s school 
ground hove into view, it was clear there would be no chance of a 
game on the hallowed turf. If ‘Last of the Summer Wine’ has 
taught us anything though, it is that Yorkshire folk do not give up 
easily (I mean seriously, 295 episodes based on a single joke 
about Norah Batty’s stockings – that’s dogged commitment for 
you...) and an alternative ground was soon found for a shortened 
30 over match. The rain let up just enough for Gregson to lose 
the toss and be put into bat on a greentop wicket with overcast 
and humid skies. Hughes and Morrison opened the batting to 
find conditions difficult. The Rathmell opening bowler, Handy, 
was living up to his name as he took full advantage of the 
conditions to deliver some top-quality swing bowling forcing the 
batsmen into hurried defensive shots and what will charitably be 
called ‘good leaves’ outside the off stump. Ten overs in and with 
the swing attack seen off Hughes and Morrison made the 
conscious decision to go after the second-string bowlers with 
predictable results. Hughes (24) lbw to Harris and Morrison (9) 
bowled by Sykes. Lee stepped up to continue his recent good 
form with the willow, although conditions were now deteriorating 
into a constant light drizzle and shots that would normally fizz 
over the boundary rope were being restricted to hard run twos. 
When Newiss (6) went lbw to H Snowden it was Sutton who took 
his place. Chances to remove Sutton early should not be 
relinquished lightly and there was a collective gasp of relief as he 
edged his first ball into the hands of the keeper only to see it 
bounce back out of the gloves. Reprieved, Sutton delivered his 
usual riposte of sixes down the ground, with one noteworthy in 
sailing not only over the boundary rope, but the grass beyond, a 
hedge, a garden, a slightly confused cat and very nearly a two-
storey building before hitting the chimney stack with a 
resounding clunk. Sutton (27) was finally undone by an excellent 
yorker from J Snowden leaving McAllister (15 no) and Lee (34 
no) to see out the innings, posting a moderate, but potentially 
defendable, score of 117. 

The Rathmell reply started well, with consecutive boundaries of 
Waddell’s opening balls, but revenge is sweet and Marshall (8) 
was trapped lbw later in the over. Gregson CC always seem to 
have a problem with removing family groups from the wicket and 
Shepperd A and T proved no different. With runs starting to flow, 
multiple catches falling agonisingly short of a fielder and shots 
that for the Gregson failed to reach the boundary now seemingly 
finding it with ease, Rathmell were knocking off the runs with 
impunity. Every team needs a bowler who can strike fear into the 
hearts of others and for the Gregson that crown sits firmly on the 
head of Gary Metcalfe. Unfortunately, the fear is felt by his 
wicketkeepers, not the opposing batting line up. Last week an 
attempted ramp shot flew off the top edge into the Gregson 
keeper’s face leaving a black eye, and this week his arm ball 
befuddled the batsman, flew over the top of middle stump and 
into the keeper’s upper lip. Blood was spilled and Gregson’s 
debutant international signing decided to return to Switzerland 
muttering something about taking up ropeless mountain 

climbing, drunken downhill skiing or some other less dangerous 
sport. With the fifty partnership behind them, the Shepperd’s 
were looking to push on to victory but took one chance too many 
when Morrison and Lee combined to chase down a bye and run 
out the elder Shepperd for 25. Moulsdale soon followed up with 
the wicket of Johnson for a duck and when Newiss clean bowled 
T Shepperd for 36, the balance of the match had once more 
swung towards the Gregson. With the rain now strengthening, 
bowling and fielding conditions were tricky, but the Gregson kept 
up the pressure in the last few overs to keep the game alive. The 
young B Shepperd (12 no) played sensibly, gathering runs where 
he could and although Horns (10) fell to Sutton’s off breaks, 
when Snowden (15 no) joined him at the crease there looked 
little doubt Rathmell would take the honours.  

The winning run came in the first ball of the last over, leaving the 
Gregson rueing a second close finish in as many weeks where 
they couldn’t quite get over the line to victory. 

Gregson CC 

Batsman How out Runs 
D Hughes lbw b. Harris 21 
N Morrison b. Sykes 9 
S Lee Not out 34 
D Newiss lbw b. H Snowden 6 
M Sutton b. J Snowden 27 
P McAllister Not out 15 
Extras  5 
Total  117-4 

 
Bowler O M R W 
Handy 6 1 11 0 
Harris 6 1 19 1 
Sykes 4 0 24 1 
H Snowden 6 0 20 1 
J Snowden 5 0 28 1 
Johnson 3 0 13 0 

Rathmell CC 

Batsman How out Runs 
A Marshall lbw b. Waddell 8 
A Shepperd Run out 25 
T Shepperd b. Newiss 36 
K Johnson b. Moulsdale 0 
B Shepperd Not out 12 
T Horns b. Sutton 10 
H Snowden Not out  15 
Extras  12 
Total  118-5 

 
Bowler O M R W 
Waddell 6 1 17 1 
Metcalfe 6 0 27 0 
Moulsdale 6 1 24 1 
Newiss 6 0 25 1 
Sutton 5.1 1 17 1 
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GREGSON CC vs. BOLTON BY BOWLAND CC 
30 JULY 2017 

The threat of late afternoon rain required a one o’clock start and 
a reduced 35 over match but no matter the conditions, the 
rivalry between these two sides is such that a fine match was 
assured. With Murphy scouting for new players in the Algarve, it 
was left to stand in skipper Sutton to toss the coin. Despite years 
of experience at being a tosser he lost and the Gregson were put 
into bat. Hughes (8) fell early to the first of the bowling Lloyds, 
Kit, causing Welbourne to stride to the wicket and take a stance 
so wide it brought new understanding of the word ‘manspeading’ 
to the rest of the team. Perhaps due to his blinding the bowlers 
with footwear so brightly coloured it looked as though his feet 
were being consumed by a particularly virulent and evil space 
fungus, Welbourne dug in on a difficult wicket and, with excellent 
support from Lee, put on a good partnership to move the 
Gregson’s score along nicely. When Lee (27) fell to a catch off 
the first change bowler Powell, it was time for the captain to 
continue his excellent season’s form. Form is however temporary 
and it is class that is permanent and on this day Sutton showed 
his true class by bottom edging his first ball into the stumps, so 
joining the ever-increasing field for the end of season Golden 
Duck award.  McAllister entered the fray, freshly coiffured thanks 
to the mirror he had brought into the changing rooms, and 
immediately started to play the classical Macca innings of careful 
defence for the first five balls of the over followed by a hurried 
single off the last to keep the strike. Welbourne (36) looked set 
and was moving along to his half century when he was victim to 
an increasingly difficult to handle Powell, who defied his age to 
pouch an athletic and spectacular caught and bowled.  With 
overs running out, the captain gave license to his lower order to 
swing wildly and they did, with varying success. Clancy (7) was 
caught in the covers, Waddell (13) hit a lusty six over mid on, 
followed it up with another boundary then made the mistake of 
accepting McAllister’s shout for a second and was left stranded 
in the middle of the wicket as the bails were removed. Morrison 
went for 2 as Kit Lloyd ran in from mid on to take a diving catch, 
leaving Metcalfe (3 no) and McAllister (23 no) to see out the 
innings. A single off the last 15 balls was not the ideal 
denouement and the Gregson finished with a paltry 128 – a total 
well within reach of the BBB big hitters. 

The total soon looked even less defendable as Kelly and C Lloyd 
started well against Waddell and Metcalfe, but perseverance is 
Waddell’s watchword (particularly when appealing for leg befores 
from deep square leg...) and he took both openers’ wickets 
before too much damage had been done. Bitter past experience 
has shown the Gregson the next man in, J Lloyd, can quickly win 
a match and the skipper showed his tactical nous by immediately 
turning to a ‘dibbly dobbler’ attack. As J Lloyd came down the 
wicket for a big shot, the experienced head of Moulsdale 
changed his length and the resulting miscue went up, up, up into 
the air towards mid on. Time dilated and a hushed silence fell 
across the ground as the Gregson held its collective breath to 
watch Sutton position himself underneath the skier. ‘There but 
for the grace of God go I’ was in everyone’s mind, but the skipper 
did not fail his team. The catch was taken. Rarely has the 
Gregson broken through to the BBB middle order and at 40-3 
there appeared to be an opening if someone could step up and 
take it. Enter Freddie ‘Fingers’ Brown. Well rested from not 
playing any cricket for a year and on the back of his stellar 2016 
tour performance, Fingers proved that quality bowling is not the 
sole route to success as he long-hopped and double bounced his 
way to quick wickets. Sean Lloyd (3), Clancy (0), Stott (0) and 

Sam Lloyd (0) all fell to his devilish off spin and Fingers finished 
with 4-19, just missing out on the full fisting...  With only one 
wicket left, BBB had been reduced to 89, but memories of the 
last two weeks had shown the Gregson are never home and 
hosed until the end. Powell (29 no) dug in with solid support from 
Reynolds who, through the medium of defensive blocking, 
brought to life his desire to keep those batsmen who had failed 
his team away from the pub as long as possible. Forty two balls 
later and on a score of 4, he finally succumbed to the return of 
Waddell, whose enthusiastic appeal for lbw was judged by a 
thirsty umpire to be close enough to bring the game to an end. 
The Gregson won by 39 runs and, in their final home game of the 
season, started to rebuild the walls of Fortress Lancaster. 

Gregson CC 

Batsman How out Runs 
S Lee c. Sean Lloyd b. Powell 27 
D Hughes b. K Lloyd 8 
D Welbourne c&b Powell 36 
M Sutton b. Powell 0 
P McAllister Not out 23 
D Clancy c. Sean Lloyd b. J Lloyd 7 
J Waddell Run out 13 
N Morrison c. K Lloyd b. C Lloyd 2 
G Metcalfe Not out 3 
Extras  6 
Total  128-7 

 
Bowler O M R W 
K Lloyd 7 2 29 1 
Stott 7 2 23 0 
Powelll 5 1 26 3 
J Lloyd 7 2 8 1 
Sam Lloyd 6 0 23 0 
C Lloyd 3 1 14 1 

Bolton by Bowland CC 

Batsman How out Runs 
R Kelly c. Brown b. Waddell 19 
C Lloyd b. Waddell 11 
J Lloyd c. Sutton b. Moulsdale 15 
Sean Lloyd b. Brown 3 
B Clancy c. Sutton b. Brown 0 
C Stott b. Brown 0 
R Powell Not out 29 
Sam Lloyd c&b Brown 0 
S Reynolds lbw b. Waddell 4 
Extras  8 
Total  89-8 

 
Bowler O M R W 
Metcalfe 6 1 27 0 
Waddell 7 3 11 4 
Moulsdale 4 2 15 1 
Brown 4 0 19 4 
Clancy 3 0 7 0 
Hughes 3 2 1 0 
Sutton 2 0 7 0 
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WYRE CC vs. GREGSON CC  
13 AUGUST 2017 

Advertisements for the Blackpool FC Girls open day (in the pub 
toilet no less...) gave the Gregson CC star billing for what was 
described as an ‘exhibition match’. How well our hosts know us, 
for the Gregson cricket team often makes an exhibition of itself, 
although not necessarily on the field of play. 

With the toss lost and the Gregson in the field, Wyre started 
brightly with Duffield and Alcock seeing off Pye and Waddell’s 
opening spells with no alarms. It took the introduction of Patel to 
start the process of wheedling out the batsmen as he first 
trapped Duffield (25) leg before then tempted Alcock (21) into a 
mistimed drive that carried through to Lee at gully. Despite not 
having the gloves on, the catch was held albeit after a brief bit of 
juggling. 

To the accompaniment of the roar of Merlin engines as a 
Lancaster and Spitfire flew past, Moulsdale entered the attack 
and gave Yarwood (2) the impression (see what I did there?) his 
straight ball was a googly and took out the middle stump. With 
Patel taking the wicket of Minshull (9), Wyre had somewhat 
squandered their early success and were looking a little 
vulnerable. 

Alcock though stopped the rot as he progressed serenely 
towards a well-deserved half century before falling victim to the 
most unlikely dismissal of the day.  

An off drive was struck with confidence and, seeing it heading 
towards Moulsdale, he took off for what he thought would be the 
safest of safe singles. What hubris! Moulsdale reacted with the 
speed of a cheetah and the grace of the Bolshoi ballet to get 
down to the ball and flick it onto the stumps for his first run out 
of the millennium.  

Wyre never really recovered from this unexpected blow and 
although Wright (22) struck some hefty blows before Murphy had 
him trapped leg before so far down the wicket he had almost 
completed a single, the lower order failed to deliver many 
additional runs.  

Murphy took his second wicket as Bamford (8) chipped into the 
waiting hands of Hughes at extra cover and Hughes’ safe hands 
were called into action twice more as he helped dismiss Abbott 
(5) off the bowling of Waddell and Hudson (0) for Pye. With the 
belated introduction of Sutton whose fourth ball bowled 
Ackermann, Wyre were all out for 162. 

Things looked grim for the Gregson as their innings got off to a 
disastrous start as Ackermann dismissed the two openers, Lee 
(5) and Hughes (1) cheaply. When Sutton (6) fell to Wright, the 
Gregson ship was rocking at 23 - 4. Even an impromptu display 
by the Red Arrows over the ground could not lift the spirits of the 
Gregson faithful for it looked as though defeat was going to be 
quick and emphatic. 

Enter Sumsion and McAllister. 

Sumsion is an elegant batsman and when he gets in a groove 
can be devastating. This was a groovy match... With 13 
boundaries and two sixes he gave only two chances – a sharp 
caught and bowled and an equally difficult catch to square leg. 
With a succession of drives and pulls, he soon passed his fifty.  

At the other end McAllister, who has been likened to Rahul ‘The 
Wall’ Dravid (although given his west Cumbrian roots he is more 

the ‘Dry Stone Wall’), put every effort into keeping the Wyre 
bowlers out, the score ticking over, and Sumsion on strike. 

Unfortunately, the fates denied Sumsion his century as he hit the 
winning runs through mid on to be stranded on a score of 97 not 
out – the highest individual score from a Gregson batsman this 
season.  

With McAllister not out on 45, the pair had put together a match 
winning partnership of 141 and secured another Gregson victory. 

Wyre CC 

Batsman How out Runs 
Duffield lbw b. Patel 25 
Alcock c. Lee b. Patel 21 
Minshull b. Patel 9 
Yarwood b. Moulsdale 2 
P. Alcock Run out 50 
Bamford c. Hughes b. Murphy 8 
Wright lbw b. Murphy 22 
Abbott c. Hughes b. Waddell 5 
J Bamford Not out  12 
Hudson c. Hughes b. Pye 0 
Ackerman b. Sutton 0 
Extras  8 
Total  162 

 
Bowler O M R W 
Pye 6 0 19 1 
Waddell 8 1 30 1 
Patel 8 1 19 3 
Moulsdale 8 1 16 1 
Hughes 3 0 28 0 
Murphy 5 0 44 2 
Sutton 0.4 0 0 1 

Gregson CC 

Batsman How out Runs 
S Lee c.          b. Ackerman 5 
D Hughes b. Ackerman 1 
J Sumsion Not out 97 
M Sutton c.          b. Wright 6 
P McAllister Not out 45 
Extras  10 
Total  164-3 

 
Bowler O M R W 
Hudson 5.3 2 26 0 
Ackerman 4 1 15 2 
Wright 5 1 14 1 
Minshull 4 0 15 0 
Bamford 4 0 21 0 
Duffield 8 0 034 0 
Alcock 2 0 18 0 
J Bamford 4 1 15 0 
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OVERTON ON DEE CC vs. GREGSON CC (Tour game) 
27 AUGUST 2017 

With the Saturday game cancelled, an intensive net session was 
demanded by the skipper to hone the skills necessary for 
eventual victory. Unfortunately, he demanded it after the tourists 
had quaffed more than a few pints watching Chester Broughton 
Hall CC demolish Bowden CC by 8 wickets and the skills on 
display were muted to say the least. 

Further practice was clearly needed and this came with a Sunday 
morning Masterclass of French cricket in Chirk park. Some fine 
defensive shots were played and all was well until Deighton 
opened his shoulders to a full toss and promptly smacked the 
ball into Will Wain’s left cheekbone, a crime that was deservedly 
punished by some pre-match reflection in the local stocks. 

Overton had made it clear they could only field 6 players, so a 
half-Reds and Greens match was proposed, with Hughes, M 
Wain, Williamson and Moulsdale taking the King’s shilling to play 
for the opposition in a 10 a side game.  

Overton’s Barry and M Lawrenson opened the batting to face 
Waddell coming off his long run from behind the sightscreen. 
Presumably due to his druid-like behaviour over the past 24 
hours - communing with a 2,000-year-old oak tree (and 
subsequently an irate park ranger) - his first overs were 
somewhat wayward. Boundaries came with ease, despite Pye’s 
sterling efforts to stem the flow at the other end. 

Waddell eventually got the fast, on-target, inswinger together and 
Barry (16) heard an ominous death rattle as his middle stump 
was cartwheeled out of the ground. With Pye taken off after four 
overs, Rulliere – in one of his few appearances this summer – 
soon made his presence felt by taking the wickets of Gregson 
stalwarts Hughes (10) lbw and M Wain (14) clean bowled. 

At the other end, M Lawrensen was living up to his star billing in 
the Tour Brochure as the man to watch, passing his half century 
with no alarms. It took the introduction of Murphy to stem the 
flow as he first clipped the bails of Aplin (1) before M Lawrensen 

(66) was unlucky to have a ball dribble off his back pad onto the 
stumps, removing the bails with the gentlest of snooker-like 
kisses. 

Will Wain defied medical advice to clean up Bartho (18) and 
Deighton (1) took on a suicidal single that Welbourne hurled 
back for Morrison to gather cleanly at the base of the stumps 
and complete the run out as the unfortunate batsman failed to 
make back his ground. 

Sutton completed the innings by taking two wickets in as many 
balls – first removing R Lawrensen, who had batted well for his 
11 and then the prize wicket of Moulsdale for a duck. Overton 
finished on 147 and the chase was on. 

Few have opened both batting and bowling in the same match 
for the Gregson, but Murphy felt this was an honour that Waddell 
would rise to. Whatever Waddell was seeing coming towards him 
during a brief but entertaining innings, will remain forever a 
mystery, but it was certainly not a cricket ball. With his feet more 
firmly planted into the ground than Gandalf’s staff on the Bridge 
of Khazad-dûm, it was less ‘you shall not pass’ as ‘I shall not 
pass out’ as he attempted to swat away Barry and Aplin’s 
opening deliveries.  

Eventually, some demon convinced him to move out of his 
crease and he was stumped of the bowling of Barry for 5 to be 
replaced by Welbourne.  

 

The fickle nature of Celtic mysticism was soon apparent as the 
evil spirits talking to Waddell were instantly replaced by angels 
talking to Welbourne. Despite the loss of Tisdall (5), caught and 
bowled by Aplin, Welbourne produced a dazzling array of strokes 
smashing the ball to (and in many cases, over) the boundary 
ropes. With McAllister (20 no) providing his usual dour 
supporting role at the other end, Welbourne was the scourge of 
bowlers, with no quarter asked or given even to his erstwhile 
tourmates. 
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When he finally fell to Robert Lawrensen’s catch in the deep off 
brother Matthew’s bowling he had hit 91, 74 of which had come 
in boundaries, and the game was all but won.  

 

Deighton furthered his dubious claim that Sumsion is his ‘bunny’ 
by having him caught in the covers for 12, but Will Wain (4 no) 
saw out the final throes of an entertaining game to see the 
Gregson win by six wickets. 

Overton on Dee CC 

Batsman How out Runs 
K Barry b. Waddell 16 
M Lawrenson b. Murphy 66 
D Hughes lbw b. Rulliere 10 
J Aplin b. Murphy 1 
M Wain b. Rulliere 14 
M Deighton Run out 1 
R Lawrenson b. Sutton 11 
M Bartho b. W Wain 18 
J Williamson Not out 0 
A Moulsdale b. Sutton 0 
Extras  6 
Total  147 

 
Bowler O M R W 
Waddell 4 0 22 1 
Pye 4 0 32 0 
Rulliere 7 3 24 2 
Murphy 4 0 28 2 
W Wain 5 1 17 1 
Sutton 2.5 0 12 2 

Gregson CC 

Batsman How out Runs 
J Waddell st. Lawrence b. Barry 5 
C Tisdall c&b Alpin 5 
D Welbourne c. R Lawrenson b. M Lawrenson 91 
P McAllister Not out 20 
J Sumsion c.          b. Deighton 12 
W Wain Not out 4 
Extras  16 
Total  151-4 

 
Bowler O M R W 
Barry 5 0 21 1 
Alpin 7 2 20 1 
Moulsdale 6 0 43 0 
M Lawrenson 4 0 28 1 
Deighton 3 0 14 1 
Williamson 2 0 10 0 
M Wain 0.3 0 5 0 
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CARMEL AND DISTRICT CC vs. GREGSON CC  
(Tour game) 

28 AUGUST 2017 
Dawn broke over the tranquil countryside of Wales. At least it is 
presumed to have done so for none of the Gregson tourists were 
in any fit state to greet it, having only just made it to their rooms. 
Rooms that shook to the combined sounds of snoring, belching 
and farting. 

Such was the toxic atmosphere, several new species of microbes 
rapidly evolved in an aeons-old response to the Darwinian 
imperative. Had Dr Clancy been touring there is a chance he may 
have found the elixir of youth he has been searching for in those 
rooms, but as showers were taken and windows opened, all 
chance of immortality floated up and away into the Chirk sky. 

Fortified by hearty ‘pig salad’ breakfasts, complete with fried 
mushrooms (hopefully provided by Sainsbury’s not Waddell’s...) 
the tourists packed their bags, increased sales of Red Bull at the 
local Spar by at least 74%, and traipsed to the bus for their final 
fixture against Carmel and District CC. 

Arrival at the ground was ‘briefly’ interrupted by a visit to the 
exotically named village of Pant-Y-Wacco. Was this an indication 
the Gregson CC would be on the end of a spanking? Or would 
they cry ‘knickers’ and ‘Y-front’ up to the opposition in true ‘Ra 
Ra’ fashion? 

Losing the toss, the Gregson were sent out into the field by 
Carmel mainly to ensure their general hangover stench was kept 
as far away from the pavilion as possible. Pye and Deighton were 
given the dubious honour of having to start running in to bowl 
first. Owens took an early liking to the bowling and progressed 
well to 26 before mysteriously retiring for reasons that remain 
unclear. The introduction of M Wain’s spin soon brought the 
wicket of Bodman (Snr) as he was trapped in front of the timbers 
for 14, but Carmel steadied the ship as Davies and Dafydd took 
charge.  

Davies (30) fell to Sutton’s running catch on the cover boundary 
off the bowling of Williamson and Dafydd sportingly retired upon 
reaching his half century. A familial tussle then ensued as the 
two junior Bodman’s faced the bowling of father and son Wains. 
Victory in this mini-contest went to the Wains as M Wain picked 
up his second lbw decision and W Wain took a sharp caught and 
bowled to dismiss the last of the Bodman clan (4). 

Murphy was finding setting his field difficult as the Gregson 
fielders kept rotating off the field and the howling gale that had 
sprung up made communication all but impossible. One can only 
assume these factors led to opening bowler Waddell keeping 
wicket and wicket keeper Morrison bowling. Neither party 
impressed in their new roles... 

Hardly the fittest of teams at the best of times, the Gregson were 
beginning to look a little ragged in the field as the rigours of 
touring took their toll. First Hughes left the field after pulling his 
back and then Sutton cried off after pinging a hamstring. With 
Sim politely retiring after a quick 50, it was left to Pye to 
complete the innings first with the impressive run out of Lunt for 
a duck followed by the clean bowling of White (7). Carmel had 
finished on the imposing score of 237. 

 

Murphy and Morrison opened to face a somewhat concerning 
field setting of five slips and two gullies, all of whom were 
standing half way to the boundary rope. With Owens marking his 
run up from the far sightscreen there was nervous anticipation 
as he charged in for the first delivery. Fortunately, he stopped 
half way through to regain his breath and restarted from a more 
conventional distance. It mattered little as first Murphy (9) saw 
his timbers rearranged by Bodman (Jnr) and then Morrison (11) 
chipped back a tame caught and bowled for Dafydd. 

Sumsion (8) fell to a genuine edge off the bowling of Owens that 
carried nicely to third slip and Williamson (4) also found the 
middle of the bat hard to find as he nicked off to the keeper from 
Lunt’s bowling. Pye and Rulliere found themselves with the 
almost impossible job of pulling off an unlikely Gregson recovery, 
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but they did their damndest with some eloquent pulls and drives. 
Rulliere (27) was eventually out caught in the covers, but Pye 
continued on. With Welbourne reprising his big hitting of the 
previous day, a glimmer of hope appeared, confirmed by Carmel 
reverting to a more standard fielding approach.  

When Welbourne fell for 40 the light at the end of the tunnel 
disappeared faster than a Michael Holding effort ball, but with 
McAllister (14*) providing support there was time enough for Pye 
to reach his maiden half century of the season before he fell to a 
combination of Bodmans on 55. 

The Gregson fell short by 54 runs but the bitter taste of defeat 
was more than made up for by the taste of bitter in the pavilion. 
Our thanks go to Carmel and District CC for their sportsmanship 
and generosity of spirit in hosting 13 smelly drunks and we hope 
to meet you on the field of play again in the future. 

 

Carmel and District CC 

Batsman How out Runs 
Owens Retired 26 
Bodman (Snr) lbw b. M Wain 14 
Dafydd Retired 50 
Davies c. Sutton b. Williamson 30 
Bodman (Jnr I) lbw b. M Wain 9 
Bodman (Jnr II) c&b W Wain 4 
Sim Retired 50 
Abraham b. Welbourne 9 
Lunt Run out 0 
Hughes Not out 15 
White b. Pye 7 
Extras  23 
Total  237 

 
Bowler O M R W 
Pye 6 1 24 1 
Deighton 5.4 1 11 0 
Rulliere 6 1 23 0 
Welbourne 4 1 11 1 
M Wain 4 0 19 1 
Williamson 4 0 39 1 
Murphy 4 0 36 0 
W Wain 4 0 22 2 
Hughes 1.2 0 3 0 
Morrison 2 0 29 0 

Gregson CC 

Batsman How out Runs 
J Murphy b. Bodman (Jnr) 9 
N Morrison c&b Dafydd 11 
J Sumsion c. Bodman (Jnr) b. Owens 8 
J Williamson c.          b. Lunt 4 
R Pye c. Bodman (Jnr) b. Bodman 

(Snr) 
55 

S Rulliere c. Sim b. Hughes 27 
D Welbourne c.          b. Bodman (Jnr) 40 
P McAllister Not out 17 
Extras  12 
Total  183-7 

 
Bowler O M R W 
Owens 4 0 8 1 
Bodman (Jnr) 8 0 22 2 
Lunt 6 1 15 1 
Davies 4 0 20 1 
Sim 3 0 30 0 
Bodman (Snr) 4 0 26 1 
Hughes 5 1 28 1 
Abraham 3 0 8 0 
Bodman (Jnr II) 3 0 20 0 
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WINDSOR WESLEYAN CC vs. GREGSON CC  
17 SEPTEMBER 2017 

A post-tour lull in games caused by weather problems and 
opposition cancellations had left the Gregson CC fearing they 
would not take the field of play again until the spring of 2018. 
Fortunately, a chance tour conversation at Carmel & District CC 
revealed that Windsor Wesleyan CC were looking for an 
opposition to fulfil their end of season fixture.  

And what a fixture! Held at Liverpool Cricket Club’s magnificent 
ground, the final Gregson team of the season was greeted by a 
three-storey pavilion, a dedicated players’ entrance and a 
dressing room larger than most of the players’ homes. Having 
recently hosted the luminaries of Lancashire CCC vs. Middlesex 
CCC, one could sense the spirits of Anderson, Buttler, Finn and 
Morgan working their way into the team – a good match was on 
the cards. 

 

Gregson took the field first although there was a brief delay as 
Murphy, in his last game as skipper, maliciously told Waddell he 
had spotted some interesting looking mushrooms on the far 
boundary. After realising he had been sent on a wild goose chase 
Waddell’s only response was the deadpan delivery of ‘I think that 
was a mean thing to do to me’, a surprisingly restrained and 
respectful response to the departing skipper.  

Waddell opened the bowling for the Gregson. As he ran in, the 
wind flowing like a zephyr through his luxuriant ear hair, it 
became clear this was a hard and fast track. The keeper yelped 
audibly when the first delivery hit his gloves at shoulder height 
and still rising - the Gregson bowling attack looked as though it 
had garnered an extra yard of pace during their enforced lay-off.  

Thomson and Hasan coped well though, scoring slowly but 
sensibly to try and see off the opening attack. Waddell eventually 
got his man as Hasan (20) fell to a cleverly disguised slower ball 
and the introduction of Rulliere, who was swinging the ball nicely, 
saw Thomas (13) loop a high catch to gully. Normally any ball 
with a trajectory not immediately headed into the ground elicits 
an excitable shout of ‘catch it’ from Waddell, but strangely when 
the ball is coming towards him, he is struck dumb. It is with a 
sense of shame your reporter must admit he strongly considered 
shouting ‘catch it’ as loudly as possible just as the ball was about 
to reach Waddell’s hands in the hope of putting him off, but the 
spirit of cricket prevailed and the catch was taken cleanly. 

 

 

Waddell claimed his second victim, Nelson (4), when the ball 
came off the shoulder of the bat and Morrison gently jogged from 
behind the stumps to short fine leg to take the catch. Nisar (38) 
was looking comfortable and taking full advantage of any loose 
balls before Wain’s sharply turning leg break caused the off 
stump to cartwheel out of the ground. The introduction of Sutton 
to the attack bought concerned looks from the batsmen. Not 
because of his reputation as a bowler but because of his 
jaundiced appearance. Dusted from head to toe in yellow 
cornflower from an early morning charity event, he started his 
run up looking like a somewhat faded Incredible Hulk. Azhar had 
clearly not read enough comics in his youth because he made 
‘Hulk’ angry by hitting him to the boundary. In return Sutton dug 
one in outside off stump and the resulting cut shot went uppishly 
and into Welbourne’s hands. 

The return of Rulliere and Pye into the attack for their second 
spells confounded the received wisdom that tiredness makes 
bowlers slower. Both steamed in, delivering some cannonballs. 
Rulliere was unlucky not to have Asif caught at slip as Pye just 
failed to cling onto a half chance high over his head and Pye 
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equally unlucky as an inside edge down the leg side wouldn’t 
quite stick in the keeper’s gloves. Rulliere ultimately gained his 
just rewards for a fine spell of bowling as he had Asif (15) caught 
in the covers and demolished Jafala’s timbers for 10. 

 

Lune (10*) and Davies (16*) saw out the overs for the Windsor 
Wesleyans setting a total of 148 for the Gregson to chase – a 
score that was perhaps 40 or so below par given the wicket.  

After a chicken curry, which shared the same colouring as 
Sutton, Murphy opened the batting with Wain. Any hope of a 
swashbuckling century in his final innings as captain was dashed 
as Lunt delivered a ‘zippy’ ball that cut in from outside off stump, 
went between Murphy’s body and bat, and took out the leg 
stump. There was to be no pot of gold at the end of Murphy’s 
rainbow... 

With Wain (7) falling immediately afterwards bowled by Nelson, 
the Gregson’s chase had stuttered to a poor 10 – 2 off four 
overs. The early tumble of wickets did however bring the 
Gregson’s two recognised batsmen to the crease together. 
Welbourne, sporting a bandito moustache Pancho Villa would 
have been proud of, came in on the back of a purple patch of 
form that had seen him score 91* and 40 in the tour games. 
After a cautious start, understandable given the situation, he 
soon opened his shoulders to heft the Wesleyan bowlers around 
the park.  

 

At the other end, Sumsion – fresh on the heels of his 97 not out - 
managed a unique feat. He got to his 50 before Welbourne, 
albeit only by one run. The shock of outscoring his colleague 
must have gone to his head because he fell soon afterwards to 
Nisar’s catch off the bowling of Lunt. With Sutton (9*) for once 
playing a secondary role with the bat in hand, Welbourne (66*) 
completed the victory with ten overs to spare.  

The victorious Gregsonians returned to their sumptuous dressing 
rooms to reflect on a season that had passed all too quickly. Thank 
you to the opposition for hosting us in such a spectacular setting and 
for a game truly played in the spirit of friendly competition. We hope we 
can return the favour and host you in Lancaster next season.  

Next season... As pads are cleaned and whites put away for the 
winter, the summer of 2018 feels so far, far away... 

Windsor Wesleyan CC 

Batsman How out Runs 
P Thomas c. Waddell b. Rulliere 13 
N Hasan b. Waddell 20 
F Nisar b. Wain 38 
P Nelson c. Morrison b. Waddell 4 
A Azhar c. Welbourne b. Sutton 16 
N Asif c. Welbourne b. Rulliere 15 
U Jafala b. Rulliere 10 
J Davies Not out 16 
S Lunt Not out 10 
Extras  6 
Total  148-7 

 
Bowler O M R W 
Waddell 8 1 22 2 
Pye 8 2 23 0 
Rulliere 8 1 32 3 
Murphy 4 1 15 0 
Metcalfe 4 0 12 0 
Hughes 4 0 24 0 
Sutton 2 0 3 1 
Wain 2 0 12 1 

Gregson CC 

Batsman How out Runs 
J Murphy b. Lunt 2 
M Wain b. Nelson 7 
D Welbourne Not out 66 
J Sumsion c. Nisar b. Lunt 54 
M Sutton Not out  9 
Extras  11 
Total  149-3 

 
Bowler O M R W 
Lunt 7.1 2 22 2 
Nelson 4 0 12 1 
Azhar 5 1 19 0 
Williams 5 0 34 0 
Nizar 3 0 14 0 
Hasan 4 1 19 0 
Jafala 2 0 15 0 
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GREGSON CC  
BATTING AVERAGES 

Batsman Matches Innings Runs HS Ave 
McAllister 12 12 335 53* 168.5 
Sutton 13 11 418 83* 52.25 
Welbourne 8 8 364 91 52.00 
Sumsion 10 10 448 97* 49.78 
Lee 8 8 188 50 31.33 
Carter 3 3 46 24 23.00 
Pye 10 6 99 55 19.80 
Clancy 3 3 17 9* 17.00 
Rulliere 5 2 30 27 15.00 
M Wain 6 6 73 21 14.60 
Waddell 14 9 97 24 12.13 
Hughes 13 9 90 22 11.25 
Tisdall 4 3 33 23 11.00 
Morrison 14 11 120 30 10.91 
Plant 3 2 21 17 10.50 
Deighton 4 3 29 22 9.67 
Newiss 5 4 32 24 8.00 
Metcalfe 9 5 27 15 6.75 
Murphy 13 7 46 21 6.57 
Kaighin 4 2 4 3 4.00 
Williamson 4 3 6 4 3.00 
Patel 5 3 4 3 2.00 
Moulsdale 6 2 0 0* - 
W Wain 2 1 4 4* - 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GREGSON CC 
BOWLING AVERAGES 

Bowler O M R W Best Ave 
Brown 4 0 4 19 4-19 4.75 
W Wain 9 1 3 39 2-22 13.00 
Plant 14 0 3 43 1-11 14.33 
Welbourne 5 1 1 15 1-11 15.00 
Waddell 85 9 22 342 4-11 15.55 
Deighton 12.4 1 4 79 3-23 19.75 
Sutton 31.4 1 8 161 2-12 20.13 
Newiss 24 4 5 110 3-44 22.00 
Metcalfe 47.3 1 9 238 3-5 26.44 
Murphy 65 2 13 357 3-19 27.46 
Rulliere 34.3 6 5 144 3-32 28.80 
Patel 31 1 5 152 3-19 30.40 
Moulsdale 40 5 5 161 1-15 32.20 
Morrison 3 0 1 34 1-5 34.00 
Williamson 10 0 2 70 1-18 35.00 
Kaighin 15 0 3 117 3-28 39.00 
Clancy 11 1 1 45 1-12 45.00 
Pye 54 4 5 229 2-25 45.80 
M Wain 23 0 3 143 1-12 47.67 
Hughes 21.2 2 2 128 2-42 64.00 
Carter 7 1 0 54 0-8 - 

 


